
Minutes openMDM SC Call 26.04.2023
Attendees:

Angelika Wittek (Toolkit Manager)
Hans-Jörg Kremer (Peak Solution)
Hans-Dirk Walter (Karakun)
Ulrich Bleicher (BMW)
Gert Sablon (Siemens)
Stefan Wartini (Müller BBM)

Agenda

Anti Trust Policy Notice

https://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/Eclipse_Antitrust_Policy.pdf

Meeting Minutes

Hans-Dirk

BudgetPlan 2023 - status contracts / SOWs

Contracts done

Planning openMDM Summit 2023

Confirmations from Skoda, BMW, Siemens, Karakun, Peak Solution, openMDM (Angelika)
Potential dates

28. Juni / 29. Juni
5. Juli / 6. Juli

Status „openMDM as ASAM Standard“:

ASAM ODS Proposal Workshop, 25. May: Hans-Jörg Kremer, Matthias Koller, Hans-Beckers, Stefan Wartini, Hans-Dirk Walter will attend
Scope of standardization Model alone or model + API!

Candidates for standardization are:
Rest API (for applications / clients)
Adapter API (today Corba) for connecting openMDM to a backend storage system / ODS server

Disadvantages of a standardization of the API: less flexibility and additional overhead for versioning and ensuring backward compatibility
Concern: Current state of API might not be mature enough for a standardization
We will invite Matthias Koller to ask him about some facts regarding past development of the openMDM API like how many breaking API 
changes have been implemented in the past and to learn his opinion about the topic.

The attendees confirmed again that the openMDM WG will contribute up to 70 person days for writing up the required standard documents. We 
believe it was confirmed by Mr. Bartz that this would be OK for him to contribute what cannot  be covered by this.

Use of ASAM ODS 6.x

Uli asked Ben Engels from ASAM - feedback expected until next SC call.

Eclipse Wiki

The Eclipse Foundation has a MediaWiki instance( ), and is proposing to deprecate this service in January 2024, and ultimately wiki.eclipse.org
remove it in April 2026 [2], [3]
openMDM Wiki page must be migrated to another place.
Options:

use current openMDM web page which would lead to a more complex publishing process.
use Gitlab Wiki

No immediate action required. Angelika will discuss with other automotive projects possible solutions.

Next SC calls

17.05.2023 15.30 

https://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/Eclipse_Antitrust_Policy.pdf
http://wiki.eclipse.org/
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